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On intertwining dilations. II 
T. ANDO, Z. CEAU§ESCU and C. FOIA§ 

1. In this paper we shall consider only (linear bounded) operators on (either all 
real, or all complex) Hilbert spaces. As usual, L(§ ' , §) will denote the space of all 
operators from into § and by L(§) the space L(§, §). Let €£(§,) be 
a contraction; and let {/¡£.£,(5^) be its minimal isometric dilation (/=1, 2). Also, 
let us denote by /(7^; T2) the set of all operators A£L(i52>§I) intertwining 7\ 
and T2 (i.e. T1A=ATi). By an exact intertwining dilation (EID) of A^IiT^, T2) 
we mean any B£L(S\2, S^) satisfying 

(1.1) P ^ B = APS2, B£I{U i , t/2) and | | 5 | |= |M| | , 

(where is the orthogonal projection of onto (/=1,2)). 
In order to state our sufficient and necessary conditions for the uniqueness of 

the EID of a contraction € / (7 \ ; T2) we also need the concept of the regularity of 
a factorization of a contraction as a product of two contractions (see [9], Ch. VII, 
§3 and [10]). Namely, for two contractions A ^ W I , ® ) , yl2£L(S, 9 Q the fac-
torization of A2A1^L('m> as the product of A2 and A1 is called regular if 

(1.2) {DAiAia®DAla: = (/>*»)-©(^H)", 

where, as usual, for any contraction C, Dc denotes the defect operator (1 — C * C) l /2. 
Our main result which was suggested by [1], [2] and [3] is given by the following 

T h e o r e m 1.1. Lei A | | / f | | = 1, intertwine the contractions Tx and 
T2. A sufficient and necessary condition for A to have a unique exact intertwining 
dilation is that at least one of the factorizations A • T2 or T1 • A (of AT2 = T1A) be 
r egular. 
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The next three sections are devoted to the proof of this theorem. Some comple-
ments and connections with results of [1], [2], [3] and [5] will be discussed in sections 
5 and 6. 

The authors take this opportunity to express their thanks to Prof. B. Sz.-Nagy 
for his stimulating interest in this research. 

2. Let us start with some simple preliminaries. For a contraction T, ££(§;) 
we denote, as above, by U ^ L ^ ) its minimal isometric dilation; and we shall 
denote by U^L^) the minimal unitary dilation of U.t, which is also the minimal 
unitary dilation of J) (/=1,2). 

By the construction of TJl (see [9], Ch. I and II) i r is known that t7f is the 
minimal unitary dilation and C/p^t / , - 1 !^" 0 is the minimal isometric dilation, 
of T*, where 

af"0 = k,e V W and fi, = {(U-T^)- (/ = 1,2). n = 0 
Also, it is well known that any EID B of A has a unique extension B£L(St2, A]) 
satisfying: BU2=UXB, ||i?|| =| |^| | and P^B^-A, where PS[ denotes the orthogo-
nal projection of Ax onto ([9], Ch. II, §2). Now, it is easy to see that if B*£ 
<E/(i/2

w; t/W) is an EID of A*£1(7?; T*) then (fl„)*|tf2 is an EID of A, and con-
versely, if BZliUi, U2) is an EID of T2) then is an EID of A*. 
So we can conclude with the following 

Lemma 2.1. A£l(7\; T2) has a unique EID if and only if A*fJ(T*; T*) has 
. a unique EID. 

Another simple fact is condensed in the following 

Remark 2.1. With the above notations, let A ^ I i T ^ T ^ be a contraction 
and let A=AP^. Plainly, Ail^; U2); and any EID of A is an EID of A and 
vice-versa (see [9], Ch. II, §2). Consequently, A has a unique EID if and only if A 
enjoys the same property. 

Finally, in the sequel we shall also use the following 

Lemma 2.2. Let A^L^l, 93), T<EL(2l) be contractions and U the minimal 
~ O© 

isometric dilation of T on 21 = V UnS&. Let A = AP£L($l, 93), where P is the ortho-
(1 = 0 

gonal projection of 21 onto 21. Then, the factorization A-TJ of AU is regular if and 
only if so is the factorization A-T of AT. 

Proof . Let us first observe that 
(2.1) | |D X (S -Ua 'W = 115- UaT~\\AP(a-Ua'W = 

= \\DAP(a-Ua'W + \\(I-P)(a- Ua'W = 
= ||DA(Pa-TPa'W + \\(I-P)(a- Ua'W, 
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for all 3, Now, let us assume that the factorization A- U of ÂU is regular, i.e. 

(2.2) {DxUW)- = {D1 'k)-. 
For any a, a' 6 91, we consider 
(2.3) 3 = a + (U-T)a'tti. 

Then, from (2.2) it.follows that there exists a sequence (â^JLjCÎI such that 

(2.4) | |D Â (3- Uâj)|| - 0 0" -

Also, for 3 and 3j satisfying (2.3) and (2.4), we have, by (2.1) 

№i(â-Uâj)\\* = \\DA(a—TPâj)\\2+\\(U—T)a' — (I—P)Uâj\\2 = 
= IL A I (A — TP3Y) | | 2 + 1 | ( Î 7 — T") (A ' — P Â ^ ) | | 2 + 1 | ( 7 — P ) 1 7 ( 7 — P ) ÀJ-1|2 = 

= \]DA(a-TPajW + \\DAa'-PâjW + \\(I-P)3jr. 
From this and from (2.4) we infer that 

(2.5) {DATa®DTa: a€«}" = (£»A3l)-®(D r2I)-

i.e., the factorization A-T of AT is regular. Conversely, let us assume that (2.5) 
holds. Hence, for any a, a'£31 there exists (fljJJljCÎt such that 

(2.6) ||7^(a - r « j ) p + p > r ( a ' - « y ) p r 0 ( j - «,). 

Then, for any of the form 

(2.7) 3 = a + (U-T)a'+3", 

where a, a' €21 and 3"£ U(I— 7>)9I, consider the elements 

(2.8) a j = a j + U*3"iil ( j = 1,2,.. .), 

where ( a ^ J ^ c M is the sequence occurring in (2.6). By virtue of (2.1) we have for 
3 and âj given in (2.7) and (2.8) 

\\DA(à-Uâj)r = \\DA(a-TaJW + \\(.U-T)a' + 3"-(I-P)U3j\\* = 
= \\DA(a-TajW+\\(U-T)(a'-ajW+\\a''-(I-P)UU*ar = 
= \\DA(a-Taj)V + \\DT(af-aj)r. 

Thus, from (2.6), it follows that DÂâfJDÂUÎl)~, for any 3 of the form (2.7). 
Since the set of these 3 is dense in 21, (2.2) follows at once. 

R e m a r k 2.2. In the sequel we shall also use the following characterization of 
regular factorization. Namely, (1.2) is equivalent to any one of the relations 

(2.9) = 

(2.10) 7)^58 fl ker A* = {0} and 7)^51 [~l AtDM S = {0}. 
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For the equivalence of (1.2) and (2.9) we refer to [6] and [10]. On the other hand, 
if (2.9) holds then the first relation of (2.10) follows from the inclusion ker Al<^DA*%!> 
while if DAia=A\b for some b£DAJ8 then by virtue of the relation A1DAl=DA*A1 

we have 
b = D^b + A.Atb = DAX (DAlb + Aia), 

hence ¿ = 0 . Thus (2.9) implies (2.10). Conversely if (2.10) holds and if DAp = DA*b' 
for some b, ¿ '6©, then A*DMb=DAlA*b', therefore DAtb=0, i.e. (2.9) holds too. 

R e m a r k 2.3. Let /l€L(2i, 93), A£L(iI, 93) be as in Lemma 2.2 and let T'£L(93) 
be a contraction. Then, since DAt—DAt, it is obvious (by virtue of the preceding 
remark) that the factorization T' • A of T'A is regular if and only if so is the 
factorization T'• A of T'A. 

3. In order to prove the sufficiency of the condition in Theorem 1.1, we shall 
firstly consider the case when T2 is an isometry. For the simplification of the nota-
tions, we shall introduce the following notations: $ i = § , TX = T, U£L(S<) — the 
minimal isometric dilation of T, and $j2=®,T2=Z. 

Let us also denote by P(n) the orthogonal projection of ft onto § ( n ) = 
§ © £ © . . . © t / " - 1 « where Q=((U-T)$)~, Pm=P^, and Tw=P(n)U\PwR 
(n = 1,2,. . .) , Tm = T; also for any A£I(T;Z), |M|| = 1, let us set 

(3.1) ^ r ( I ) 0 0 = {B^ L(©, § ( 1 )) : TMB1 = BXZ, ¡ 5 J = 1, P^B, = A). 

In order to show that 3STf^(A) is not empty we recall the first step of the construction 
of an EID of A (see [9], Ch. II, §2). We have to determine an operator of the form 

§ 
(3.2) I \ : <5 - § ( 1 ) = ( 

fi 
satisfying the conditions 
(3.3) rai^llZ^gll (g€©), 
(3.4) TWBX = BXZ, 
where 

T 0 
U-T 0 

S S 

fi fi 
The last condition is equivalent to 

(3.4') (U-T)A = XZ (and TA = AZ). 

Since the space fi can be identified with (DT§>)~~ and then the operator correspond-
ing to U—T is DT, (3.4') becomes 

(3.4") DTA = XZ] 
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here X is an operator from © into (DR§>)~ (namely, the operator corresponding 
to the "original operator X")- Conditions (3.3) and (3.4") are equivalent to the 
existence of a contraction C: (£)x©)~ — (DT§>)~ satisfying 

(3.5) X=CDA, 

(3.6) DTA = CDaZ. 

Since | |£> r^| |2^| |£)xZg||2 for all g€®, it results that there exists a contraction 
defined on (DAZ(F>)~ such that (3.6) holds. Obviously, this can be extended to 
a contraction C: (DA(5)~ — (DT§>)~. Then, if we define by (3.5) an operator 

X: © - ( £ > r § r , it is clear that Bt= ^ €^T(i)(A). 

By recurrence, we define, for every n ^ l , 

(3.7) ^ J B , , ^ ) = {B„6L(©, $,„,): TwBa = BnZ, ||*B|| = 1, P^B„ = £„_,}, ̂  

where B0=A. 

R e m a r k 3.1. It is easy to show that if Bn£@T^(Bn_1) (n — 1, 2, ...) and if all 
Bn's are considered in L(©, St), then the strong limit B= lim B,, exists; obviously, 
B is a dilation of A with ||S[j = 1. Also, since U is the strong limit of 
we clearly have BfJ(U; Z). Thus, B defined as the strong limit of (B„)™=1, where 
Bn€®TM(B«-1) (« = 1, 2, ...), is an EID of A. Conversely, for any EID B of A, the 
compression B„=Pin)B belongs to S%T {Bn_l) and B is the strong limit of 

R e m a r k 3.2. It is plain that by the canonical identifications we have (71
(n))(1) = 

= T(n+1) and that for any Bh€»Tm(Bh_J 

@T(N + 1}(B„) = 
(for all « = 1,2, ...). 

Using the above remarks we shall obtain 

Lemma 3.1. A sufficient condition in order that A£l(T; Z), ||/4[| = 1, have 
a unique EID is 
(3.8) (DaZ(5)- = (DA<&)~. 

Proo f . We shall show by induction that, by virtue of (3.8), Bn£3$Tw(Bn_d 
(where 0HT^{Bn^ is defined by (3.7)) is uniquely determined by A for every 

/7^1. First, it is obvious by the construction of — where X is 

*) This iterative explication of the construction of an EID, firstly given in [8], was inspired 
by [4]. 
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defined by (3.5), that the contraction C of this formula is uniquely defined on 
(DAZ<5by (3.6); therefore if (3.8) holds, then C is uniquely determined on the 
whole (DAQI>)-. Consequently X, and thus BX, is uniquely determined by A=B0. 
From here, by the construction of 2?n6^r<n)(5n_i) («=1,2, ...) and by virtue of 
Remark 3.2, we infer the following sufficient condition that BN should be uniquely 
determined by its preceding B„^1: 

(3-9) ( \ . , Z ( B ) - = 
Also we notice that 

\\DBn(g-Zg'W = \\g-Zg'V-\\Bn(g-Zg')\\2 s 
S Wg-ZgY-WP^Mt-Zg'W = \\DBn_M-Zg'W^... 

... S IIDBl(g-Zg'W ^ \\DA(g-Zg'W, 

for all g,g'e® (n=1,2,...). Hence, if (3.8) holds, (3.9) holds too, for all « = 1,2, . . . . 
Now, let us assume that BN_1 is uniquely determined by A. Then, since by the 
above remark B„ is uniquely determined by 2?B_ 1( it readily follows by our induc-
tion hypothesis that it is uniquely determined by A. From this and by virtue of 
Remark 3.1 we infer that A has a unique EID. 

Now, returning to the original situation we can easily prove that the regularity 
condition imposed on one of the factorizations A • T2 or 7\ • A implies the uni-
queness of the EID of A. First, let us assume that the factorization A • T2 of AT2 

is regular. Then, by Lemma 2.2, the factorization A -U2 of AU2 is regular, and 
then, by Lemma 3.1, A has a unique EID. Thus, by Remark 2.1, A also has a unique 
EID. Now, assume that the factorization TX-A of TXA is regular. Then, it is 
known ([9], Ch. VII, §2) that the factorization A* • 7\* is regular, and thus, by the 
same rasons as above, A* has a unique EID. Consequently, by virtue of Lemma 2.1, 
so has A. 

4. For the remaining part of Theorem 1.1, we have only to prove that if none of 
the factorizations TX-A and A-T2 (of TXA=AT2) is regular, then the contraction 
A has at least two different EID's. 

By virtue of Lemma 2.2 and Remark 2.3, our present assumption concerning 
the factorizations TX • A and A • T2 implies that the factorizations 7\ • A and 
A-U2, where A=APF)2£L(T1; U^) are not regular either. Also, by virtue of Remarks 
2.1 and 3.1, it suffices to show that if the above conditions hold then 38T (A) 
(defined by (3.1)) is not a singleton. We must show, by virtue of (3.2), (3.5), and (3.6), 
that the contraction C defined by 

(4.1) CDxU2 = DTlA 

has at least one contractive extension —CDTJSI) - such that 

(4.2) C'KAj«2)- Q ( D A 0 . 
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Since the factorization T1- A does not satisfy (2.9), there exist /j0€(Z>r §i)~ and 
/r0£§2 such that 
(4.3) DTlh0 = Dx*k0^0-, 

also, since the factorization A • U2 does not satisfy (1.2), there exists 0 ̂  i/0 € ( f ^ ~ © 
Q(DAU28.2)~, where we can suppose that p0l| = l and |(i/0[[ = 1. Now, we define 

by 
(4.4) C' = CQ + 9t%®h0 

where Q is the orthogonal projection of (DAR2)- onto (D^f t/2ft2) , C/q 0 h0 is the 
operator defined on (DZR2)- by ( ¿ / 0 * { d , d0)h0, and O<0<1 will be chosen 
later. Obviously, C'd0?±0, thus (4.2) holds. Also, we shall show that 6 can be 
chosen such that C" defined by (4.4) be a contraction, i.e. 

\\CQd+9((I-Q)d, d0)h0\\md\U 
or equivalently, 

(4.5) ||Ce</||2+20 Re (CQd, h0) {(I-Q)d, d0) + d%(I-Q)d, d0) 

^ \ \QdV+W-Q)d \ \ \ for all d i ( D x R 2 y . 
Obviously, it is enough to verify (4.5) for d of the form DzU2k+Xd0 (k£S{2, 
for which (4.5) becomes 

\\CDzU2k\\*+2QReHCDxU2k, h0)+6*\X\* s= \\DxU2k\\*+ M|2, 

or according to (4.1), 

(4.6) 26ReUDTlAk, h0) ^ | |^C/2fe| |2- | |Z) r ilfe| |2+ |A|2(1 -0 2 ) = 

= \\Dxk\\2+ ji|2(l -d2) (k€St2, A€C). 

It is elementary to deduce that (4.6) is true if 

(4.7) \(DTlAk,ho)l*^l\DAk\l2(l-9*)0-* (ktitj. 

Since by (4.3) we have (DT Ak, h0) = (Dzk, A*k0) for all k^S<2, it is easy to prove 
that (4.7) will be true if we choose O<0<(1 -H|1*A:0||2)-1/2. This concludes the 
proof of Theorem 1.1. 

Remark 4.1. Plainly, the whole proof in this section works for any contraction 
AHiT^, T2). Also, if for such an A, one of the factorizations A • T2 and Tx • A 
of TXA=AT2 is regular then either |M|| = 1 or T2 is a coisometry or 7\ is an 
isometry. By virtue of Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 2.1 we infer that in any of these 
cases A has exactly one contractive intertwining dilation U2). Thus, we 
can reformulate Theorem 1.1 in the following, slightly more general form: A contrac-
tion A£l(Tx; T2) has a unique contractive intertwining dilation €/(t/i; U2) if and 
only if at least one of the factorizations 7\ • A and A-T2 of T1A=AT2 is regular J 
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R e m a r k 4.2. We give an example showing that it is not necessary that both 
factorizations A • T2 and 7\ • A be regular in order to have the uniqueness property 
of the EID of A. 

To this purpose we define A£L(l2), by 

A(c0,clt ...,c„, ...) = {c0,(\-d2fl2
ci, ... (1 -dZy'*cn,...) 

where x=.(cn)^=0£l2 and 0<i/n<f/„+ 1< 1 («=1,2 , . . . ) are fixed. Also we denote 
by T£L(l2) the weighted shift 

T(c0, clt ..., c„, ...) = (0, (1 -d&*c0, ..., (1 -dlf2( 1 -dl^Y^c^,...) 

and by V the unilateral shift 

U(c0, clt ...,cn,...) = (0, c0, ..., c„_1;...) 

on I2. Then, clearly, A and T are contractions on 12 and U is an isometry. 
Also, it is easy to verify that TA = AU,A*=A, |M|| = 1 and 

T*(c0, Cl, ..., c„,...) = ((1 -d!)^Cl,..., (1 -^+1)1/2(1 -dl)-ll2cn + l,...). 

Then, we obtain 
DA(C0, C1; ..., c„,...) = (0, d1c1, ...,d„c„,...), 
Dj(.c0' Cl> ••• > Cn> •••) = 

= (dlCo, (di-dm-d2)-1'2^,..., (d2
+1-dl)^(l-dfr^cn, ...). 

Whence, obviously 
(4.8) DA 12 fl DV* I2 = DA I2 n ker U* = {0}, 

(4.9) DT l2r)DA*l2 l ( 0,1,0, . . . ) . 

Therefore, by virtue of Remark 2.2, we infer from (4.8), respectively from (4.9), 
that the factorization A-U, respectively T-A, (of AU=TA) is regular, respecti-
vely nonregular. 

5. Let us notice that Theorem 1.1 has the following direct consequences: 

Coro l la ry 5.1. Let A and T be double commuting (i.e. AT=TA, AT* = T*A) 
contractions on ||/4|| = 1. Then A has a unique exact intertwining dilation (with 
respect to T1 — T=T2) if and only if there is a decomposition § = §^©§7- reducing 
A and T, such that A\§>a and are isometric or that A*\%>A and T\5)T are 
isometric. 

Indeed, the splitting properties obviously imply 

(5.1) DADT* = DR*DA = 0, 

respectively 
(5.2) DTDA* = DA*DT = 0. 
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Conversely, if (5.1), respectively (5.2), is satisfied, then defining 5)Á as the smallest 
(linear closcd) subspace of § reducing T and containing DTt§>, respectively 
reducing A and containing DAt9j, we obtain the splitting properties stated above. 

By the double commuting property, (5.1), respectively (5.2), is equivalent to 

£>A%R)DR*$> = {0}, respectively DT9)DDAT5) = {0}, 

thus, by Remark 2.2, to the regularity of the factorization A • T, respectively T- A, 
of AT=TA. 

Coro l l a ry 5.2. Lét A, T£L(§i) be commuting contractions. Then A has a uni-
que contractive intertwining dilation (with respect to T) if and only if T has a unique 
contractive intertwining dilation (with respect to A). 

Indeed, by Remark 4.1 each of the two assertions above is equivalent to the 
regularity of at least one of the factorizations A • T or T• A of AT=TA. 

Coro l l a ry 5.3. Let A£L($>2, fjj), = 1, intertwine the coisometry Ty and the 
isometry T2. Then A has a unique exact intertwining dilation if and only if at least 
one of the following two conditions holds: 

DÁ § 2 n ker T* = {0}, DA, n ker 7\ = {0}. 

Indeed, under the present assumptions, these conditions are equivalent to the 
regularity of the factorizations A-T2, respectively 7\ • A of AT2 — T1A (see 
Remark 2.2). 

Remark 5.1. The preceding corollary is a slight extension of the uniqueness 
theorem of A D A M J A N , A R O V and K R E I N , [2] Theorem 3 . 1 , which concerns the case 
when T2 and Tf are unilateral shifts. However, in case T2£C.0, 7\6C0. (i.e. if 
T2*"-*0, 27 ->-0 strongly, for fl-oo) our Theorem 1.1 is an easy consequence of [2], 
Theorem 3.1 and [9], Ch. II, Theorem 1.2. 

Let us also indicate how one of the main results of [3] follows from our Theorem 
1.1. To this purpose we recall that according to [3], a contraction A GL(§2, is said 
to Harnack-dominate a contraction fi6L(§2> §1) if there exists a positive constant 
y such that 

(5.3) \\DBh\\^y\\DAh\\ and \\(B-A)h\\ S y\\DAh\\ (h^2). 

Plainly, relations (5.3) imply that 

(5.4) DB9>2CZDA$2 a n d (B-Á)*F->1CDA&2. 

Coro l la ry 5.4. ([3], Theorem 3.2) Let A, B£L(9>2, intertwine the contrac-
tions T1 and T2, Mil = 1, and such that A Harnack-dominates B. Then if A has 
a unique ElD so has B. 
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Proo f . By Theorem 1.1, one of the factorizations A • T2 and 7\ • A is regular. 
If the first one is regular, then from (2.9) (with A2=A, AX=T and A2=B, A1=T) 
and from the first relation (5.4) we readily infer that the factorization B-T 2 is 
regular, thus by Theorem 1.1, B has a unique EID. In case Tx-A is regular, from 
(2.10) (with A2=TX,AX=A) we obtain 

(5.5) Z ^ S i D k e r , ^ {0}, DA?>2nA*DTl%1 = {0}. 
If 

B*DTlh1 = 0 and D„h2 = B*DTlh'1 

for some hx, hx€§>i, h2£§>2, then from (5.4) we infer at once that 
A*DTlh1eDA%2 and A*DTlh'^DA§, 2; 

by (5.5), it follows DI- i/i1=0=Z)r i/zi. We conclude that A2 = TU AX = B satisfy 
(2.10), thus that the factorization 7\ • B is regular. Since (5.3) also implies \\B\\ = 1, 
the proof is achieved by referring to Theorem 1.1. 

6. A less direct consequence of our preceding results is the following 

P ropos i t i on 6.1. Let A£L(§>2, Jr^), ||/4|| = 1, intertwine the contractions 7\d 
c ¿(§i) and T2dL (§2) and let ®t be a subspaceof §2, cyclic for the minimal unitary 
dilation U2 of T2. I f , moreover, 9Ji enjoys also the property 
(6.1) DAm®{0}d{DAT2h®Dnh:h£m}-, 
then A has a unique exact intertwining dilation. 

Proo f . We shall use the notations of the preceding sections. In particular we 
set A — A P A l s o we set 

(6.2) fta = V U2d)l 
n—0 

and 
U'2 = U2\tt'2, A' = 

For elements and of the form 

(6.3) k = 2 U Z k „ , 
n = 0 

where («=0,1 ,2 ; . . . ) and only a finite number of k„'s are ^ 0 , we have 

(6.4) ¡DA'[k-UZ{k1+h+ZUr'KW = 
n = 2 

= IIDA{k- Z U2kn— U2h)f = \\DA(k0-U2hW = 
Ft—1 

= \\k0-T2hr + \\(U2-T2)h\\*-\\A(k0-T2hW = 
= \\DA(k0-T2hW+\\DTihV = \\DAk0®0-DAT2h®DTih\\*. 
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The last quantity can be made, by virtue of (6.1), as small as we want if /z€®l is 
suitably chosen. Thus, we can deduce from (6.4) that the factorization A' • U2 is 
regular. Consequently, from Theorem 1.1 it follows that A' has a unique EID; 
let B' be this EID. It enjoys the property 

(6.5) P S l f l ' = l ' and U ^ ' ^ B ' U i 

Let now Bj 0 '=1 , 2) be two EID of A. As we already pointed out in Section 2, 
there exists a unique contractive extension Bj£L(S\2> ^i) such that 

(6.6) \\BjW = \\Bjl BjU2=U1BJ ( j = 1,2). 

Since Bj\R'2 is a contraction from SV, into enjoying property (6.5), by the unique-
ness of B' we infer 

(6.7) B, | f t i = UJf t i = B' = B2 |fta' = B2 ; 

whence, by (6.6), 

(6.8) Blg=B2g 

for any element of the form 

(6.9) g = Ugk' (with n = 0, +1, ±2,...; fe'6«2). 

Since S<2 contains 2R which is cyclic for U2, the elements g of the form (6.8) 
span thus from (6.6) and (6.8) we deduce that Bx—B2, and hence B1=B2. 
This shows that A has a unique EID and thus the proof is achieved. 

Remark 6.1. In case 9Jt is an invariant subspace for T2, then (6.1) is equiva-
lent to the regularity of the factorization (¿|95l) • (T2|9Jl) of AT2\№. 

Coro l l a ry 6.1. Let A be a contraction intertwining the contractions Ty and T2. 
Then, if ker DA is cyclic for the unitary dilation U2 of T2, A has a unique exact 
intertwining dilation. 

Indeed, in this case, for 991=ker DA, the left hand side of (6.1) is {0}© {0} and 
consequently (6.1) is trivially satisfied. 

Remark 6.2. Corollary 6.1 (which however can be easily proved in a direct 
way by an argument similar to the last part of the proof of Proposition 6.1) contains 
as particular cases some uniqueness theorems of [1] and [5]. 
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